Combinatorial techniques are used to obtain some formulas for the canonical antiautomorphism of the Steenrod algebra.
In this note we shall prove some nice formulas involving the canonical antiautomorphism % of the mod// Steenrod algebra [1] . Theorem 1. x(^"-1+---+"+1)=(-i)^v-K . .^»^1,
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Let S(i) denote the sum of all Milnor basis elements [1] of the form 3PR in dimension /'.In [1, Corollary 6 ] is it shown that x(^>i) = (-l)iS(2i(p-1)). Thus Theorem 1 will follow by induction once we have shown that 0>9*r-t _ S(2(pn^1-l))=S(2(pn-l)).
Indeed we shall prove Then we need merely to note that if 2 2(/»' -l)r¿=2(//"-1), then 2f!/"í= pn-l + 2ri and 1 = lriS2ipn-l)ßip-l), and hence pn<% p^S Theorem 2 follows by similar techniques using the following lemmas, which are easily proved by induction. Lemma 1. If^(2i-l)ri=2n-k with n^k, then 2 r^k. Ifn=k-l, the above is true except for the case when all /"¿=1.
Lemma 2. Sq2 _1Sq2 ~x ■ ■ ■ Sq3Sqx equals the Milnor basis element having 1 in the first k components.
